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1.
ACT 1
FADE IN: THE
SOUTH POLE
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - SUNRISE
The sun rises up for a beautiful morning.
FADE TO: PINGU'S
NEW HOUSE
INT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
As we go through their new house, we hear an 18-year-old MALE
PENGUIN named PINGU, sleeping quietly.
INT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - PINGU'S NEW ROOM - CONTINUOUS
PINGU’S MOM, MARIA, and PINGA walks into PINGU and PINGA’S
ROOM closer to PINGU while they looked at each other sweetly,
getting ready for PINGU’S Birthday.
PINGA
Good morning, big brother.
MARIA
Happy Birthday, Pingu.
PINGU rubs his eyes and gets up. When his eyes are opened,
PINGA gives PINGU a special birthday flower.
PINGU
For me? Aw, thanks, guys. You
shouldn’t have. And thank you,
Pinga, for the flower that I love.
PINGA giggles sheepishly.
MARIA
Come outside, I think you’ll be
pleasantly, most amazingly
surprised.
PINGU
(sweetly)
I will, Mom, I will.
PINGU gets out of bed, excitedly. PINGU hears the phone ring.

2.
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY
PINGU goes to the living room for an important phone call. He
picks up the phone.
PINGU
Hello, Pingu speaking.
PINGO (O.S.)
Hey, buddy. This is Pingo. You
cannot believe that something great
is about happen. What do ya say,
man, are you ready for the big
event?
PINGU looks at MARIA and PINGA, confidently.
PINGA and MARIA nods in agreement.
PINGU
Pingo, my friend, I’m always ready.
PINGO (O.S.)
That’s the man I like! Don’t be
late!
PINGU
Don’t worry, Pingo, I won’t.
PINGU hangs up the phone, excitedly. The opening titles start
when DAVID BOWIE and QUEEN’s “Under Pressure” plays
throughout the credits. PINGU eats a good pancake breakfast,
PINGU puts on a cap and gown, then grabs a backpack.
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - DAY
PINGU walks out the house while giving PINGU’S MOM a hug and
PINGA a kiss on the top of her head. As PINGU rode to the
arena with a scooter, PINGA sheds a tear of joy while she and
PINGU’S MOM waves goodbye to PINGU.
EXT. THE NEW TOWN OF SOUTH POLE - SOUTH POLE - DAY
We see PINGU riding to the post office.
EXT. SOUTH POLE POSTAL SERVICE - SOUTH POLE - DAY
PINGU sees PINGU’S DAD setting the packages in the Mail
Truck.

(CONTINUED)

3.
PINGU
Hi, Dad. Can I help you with the
packages in the truck?
ZACCY
Sure. No problem, son.
PINGU helps his DAD setting down packages in the Mail Truck.
MR. JIM looks at PINGU and his DAD, impressed. Mr. Jim walks
to PINGU and his DAD.
MR. JIM
Wow-ee! Look at you guys go!
PINGU
All in a day’s work, Mr. Jim.
MR. JIM chuckles, then hands PINGU a letter.
MR. JIM
This letter’s for you, Pingu.
PINGU opens the letter... and PINGU gasps.
MASON (O.S.)
"Dear Pingu, I have come to the
arena to tell you three things:
One: I’m so glad you’re all grown
up and a very proud penguin. Two: I
am here with the audience waiting
for you to walk on stage. And
three: Congratulations for making
all the school grades complete with
a smashing success. Wouldn’t be the
same without you here. I love you,
Pingu. Love, your dearest
Grandfather."
PINGU excitedly cheers as PINGU’S DAD chuckles in enjoyment.
ZACCY
Congratulations, son.
PINGU hugs his DAD, thanking him.
ZACCY (CONT’D)
(chuckles) Whoa, easy now, fella.
PINGU finishes his hug as his DAD chuckles.
ZACCY (CONT’D)
Your grandmother must be very proud
of you.
(CONTINUED)

4.
PINGU
I can feel her looking down on me,
smiling. Gotta go, Dad. My
grandpa’s waiting for me!
PINGU rides to the arena with a scooter.
ZACCY
Good luck, Pingu!
He watches Pingu riding on a scooter to the arena.
ZACCY (CONT’D)
Ah, kids. They grow up so fast.
EXT. THE SOUTH POLE ARENA - SOUTH POLE - AFTERNOON
PINGU finally arrives to the arena.
MR. PENG-CHIPS (O.S.)
Attention, graduates, graduation
starts in about 3 minutes.
PINGU exhales as he walks to the arena inside to see his
friends, PONGI, PINGG, PINGO, and of course, ROBBY, the SEAL.
INT. THE SOUTH POLE ARENA - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
PINGU walks through an entire crowd until he sees his friends
who waved at PINGU excitedly. His friends cheered with
excitement. PINGU handshakes PINGO by slapping their
flippers, then gives ROBBY a hug.
MR. PENG-CHIPS (O.S.)
1 minute ‘til show time, folks. The
crowd is ready for ya.
PINGU, ROBBY and his friends are walking to the stage. When
his teacher, MR. PENG-CHIPS finished the introduction, he
calls the names of friends out where his friends walks on
stage, with PINGU last in line. As it finishes, PINGU walks
on stage. MR. PENG-CHIPS hands PINGU the diploma. PINGU turns
to the audience and waves his flipper while the audience
cheers, then his GRANDFATHER, MASON, takes a picture of him.
Before the music finishes alongside with the titles, PINGU
finishes waving to the audience before looking at the seat
that is reserved for the girl of his dreams, PINGI. He, then,
sighs, sadly.
FADE TO: PINGI'S
OLD HOUSE

5.
EXT. PINGI’S OLD HOUSE - LATER
SUBTITLE: TWO HOURS LATER...
INT. PINGI'S OLD HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
PINGI'S MOM AND DAD named NATALIE and MORRIS are packing
their stuff up.
NATALIE
(calmly)
Oh, it's almost 1:00 p.m., can you
tell Pingi it's almost time,
Morris?
MORRIS
(calmly)
Don't worry, Natalie; Pingi's
almost finished packing her stuff
along the way.
(chuckles)
Speaking of which, what's Pingi
doing in her room?
NATALIE shrugs.
Beats me.

NATALIE
CUT TO: PINGI

PINGI'S OLD HOUSE - PINGI'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS
PINGI, the 19-year-old FEMALE PENGUIN, is seen writing her
diary about the amazing life she had.
PINGI (V.O.)
Dear Diary, today would be the
greatest day that I've ever dreamed
in the biggest city that I've never
been to. Which brings me to the
question I always have: Will I ever
see Pingu all the time in a brandnew city? It's a question that I'm
gonna answer the old-fashioned way.
The main thing about Pingu is-PINGI was interrupted by a door knock.

(CONTINUED)

6.
MORRIS (O.S.)
(speaking behind the door)
Pingi, hurry up, we're gonna be
late for the train station!
PINGI sighs as she closes the diary, locks up the protected
journal and puts it into her backpack. PINGI, then walks up
and looks at the PINGU photo at her mirror as she sighs
dreamily.
PINGI
(romantically)
Oh, Pingu. Nothing would keep us
separated to me. And I know that
I'll be there for you... always.
PINGI puts a photo of PINGU in her backpack. She opens the
door and comes out of her room.
INT. PINGI'S OLD LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
MORRIS
(sighs in frustration)
Where could she be?
PINGI walks right behind MORRIS.
PINGI
Right here, dad.
MORRIS
(startled, then sighs in
relief)
Oh, in the name of the godfather,
Pingi, you scared me.
PINGI
Sorry about that, dad. I'm always
excited to move into the big city
to meet all of my old friends I
usually have. This would be the
greatest moment in history with the
sake of our South Pole faith.
MORRIS chuckles in agreement.
NATALIE
Oh, we couldn't have done it
without you, sweetie.
NATALIE rubs PINGI's head.

(CONTINUED)

7.
PINGI
(chuckles in
embarrassment)
Oh, Mom, stop it. You're
embarrassing me.
MORRIS
Y'know, sweetie, I feel like Zaccy
and I have really bonded our
friendship together.
NATALIE
Same with me and Maria, we've
really shared our flower-planting
skills.
PINGI
Well, now. Looks like you guys have
really teamed up a lot. I guarantee
you guys that, by god.
MORRIS is checking the clock on the wall.
MORRIS
(stammering)
Um... Speaking of "by god"...
MORRIS pointed up the clock on the wall.
NATALIE/MORRIS (CONT’D)
(yelling in fear)
We're gonna be late!
MORRIS quickly packed his things up, so does her NATALIE with
her own stuff.
MORRIS (CONT’D)
(quickly)
Quick, Pingi! You got the boxes?
PAN TO: PINGI
PINGI
Already on it!
She presses the button, then an automatic box carrier trolley
comes out of her room and starts carrying the boxes with
arms. NATALIE and MORRIS were amazed.

Wow!

NATALIE/MORRIS
(amazed)

(CONTINUED)

8.
PINGI
What do ya think? I have build it
with my own two flippers. I call it
the "Box-Carrier 2000".
NATALIE
Amazing invention, darling.
PINGI
Now we got to get there on time.
Let's go, Mom and Dad, we don't
wanna miss the express when we get
there!
EXT. PINGI'S OLD HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
while Queen's "Somebody to Love" plays in the montage
throughout, PINGI and her FAMILY runs quickly out the door to
the train station to catch the express to the new city.
FADE TO: THE
TRAIN STATION
EXT. THE TRAIN STATION - LATER
MORRIS hands the TRAIN ENGINEER three tickets and three
fishes. The TRAIN ENGINEER agrees to let them in, before it
departs.
INT. EXPRESS TRAIN TROLLEY - CONTINUOUS
PINGI and her FAMILY found their three empty seats to sit
down. The train trolley starts moving slowly while PINGI
looks to the window of outside.
FADE TO: THE MAP
DESIGNATION
We see the arrow heading right from The Old City of South
Pole to Penguin Town, South Pole
FADE TO: THE
INTERIOR OF THE
TRAIN
INT. EXPRESS TRAIN TROLLEY - CONTINUOUS
PINGI is seen finishing the diary about PINGU.

(CONTINUED)

9.
PINGI (V.O.)
" The main thing about Pingu is...
to be part of a family... Together
as always. Pingi Jolene."
PINGI falls asleep right next to the parents, who are also
sleeping while the music fades.
FADE TO: PINGU'S
NEW HOUSE
EXT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - LATER
Here we heard PINGU and his FRIENDS laughing.
CUT TO: PINGU AND
HIS FRIENDS
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
PINGU and his FRIENDS are watching a movie called "THE
SIMPSONS MOVIE" drinking milk and enjoying themselves, while
PINGU's PARENTS cooks the dinner. Pingu laughs.
PINGU
(raises a glass of milk)
Well, guys? Here's to the last of
the graduation ever. To us!
ROBBY/PINGO/PINGG/PONGI
(raises their glasses of
milk)
To us!
(cheers)
PINGO (CONT’D)
I've gotta tell ya, Pingu, you're a
one of a kind penguin in our books.
ROBBY
That's right, Pingu, ol' pal.
PONGI
You tell him, Pingo.
Amen.

PINGG

PINGU
Thanks, guys. You know? I wonder
where Pingi is?
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)

10.
PINGU (CONT’D)
'Cause, you know, most of the time,
I feel completely depressed without
her.
ROBBY
Ah, don't worry, Pingu. I mean, II'm sure there's only a choice that
could make it up to you, buddy.
PONGI
Yeah. About this one time, Pingu, I
thought Pingi spoke in different
languages all the time, I did not
know that she was a multilangual-PINGO nudges at PONGI.

What?

PONGI (CONT’D)
(to PINGO)

PINGO
(whispers quiely)
Just stop talking, Pongi. Okay?
PONGI
(quietly)
Sorry, I slipped.
PINGU
You know what? I think Robby's
absolutely right, guys. I mean,
surely there must be a logical
point about being a penguin with...
With all of our problems being
solved.
PINGG
What kind o'
(air quotes)
"problems" did you have?
PINGU
Well... how do I start? Hmm...
Well, my good 10 years were really
ticked off about it. Better yet, I
don't have any troubles at all,
right now. I'm a grown, proud man,
once and for all, and I know that
life sure is gonna be full of
surprises.
The phone rings, off-screen.
(CONTINUED)

11.
MARIA (O.S.)
(sweetly)
I'll get it.
PINGU'S MOM walks up to the phone and picks it up.
MARIA (CONT’D)
Hello? Oh, hi. Yes, this is Maria
Penguin.
PONGI
(short pause; to PINGU,
quietly)
Uh, dude? I think your mom's
talking to the plant company for
the bills that she paid.
PINGO
(losing his patience; to
PONGI)
Dude! Stop losing his cool!
My bad.

PONGI

PINGU shushes his FRIENDS.
PINGU
(quietly)
Listen.
We hear the phone babbling.
MARIA
(calmly)
Okay, Mrs. Natalie. We'll be right
there in a jiff to welcome you guys
to your new city. Okay. Bye.
(hangs up the PHONE; to
PINGU, quietly)
Good news, sweetie, put on your
scarf and earmuffs, 'cause we're
going to pick up the new neighbors
in this city.
PINGU
(excitedly)
New neighbors? Yes!
PINGU puts on his scar and earmuffs.
PINGU (CONT’D)
(to
ROBBY/PINGO/PINGG/PONGI)
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)

12.
PINGU (CONT’D)
I gotta go, guys. So, stay here and
don't do anything wrong, okay?
ROBBY
What? Where are you going, pal?
PINGU
I'm going to pick up the new
neighbors from the old city we've
formally live.
ROBBY
Good luck, Pingu!
PINGO
Hurry back!
PINGU
Thanks, guys. I knew I could always
count on you.
(to PINGU'S MOM)
Mom, wait for me!
PINGU then runs to and hops on MOM'S Flower Truck, then she
and PINGU rides off.
PONGI
(long pause)
So, you guys wanna do something
wrong?

NO!

ROBBY/PINGO/PINGG
(simultaneously angry to
PONGI)

PONGI cleans his ears after their yells.
PINGG (CONT’D)
(sighs and face-palms; to
himself)
Why do I even need those earbuds,
right about now?
CUT TO: THE TRAIN
STATION
EXT. THE NEW CITY TRAIN STATION - CONTINUOUS
"Killer Queen" by Queen plays where the train arrives to the
new city, while PINGU and his MOM drives to the train station
telling that which train trolley that PINGI and her FAMILY
was in.
(CONTINUED)

13.
PINGU'S MOM
(while looking for the
trains)
Okay, I spy with my little eye,
something that has the colors of
blue and white?
PINGU
Mom, can we even focus on that
train? I'm only 18, you know.
PINGU'S MOM
(chuckles)
I'm just kidding with you, son.
PINGU and his MOM gets out of the Flower Truck.
PINGU'S MOM (CONT’D)
All right, son. Be on the lookout
for a train with my friends, Pingu.
PINGU
I'm on it!
(walks off)
PINGU'S MOM
I'll be waiting for you on this
bench, sweetie.
Okay, mom.

PINGU (O.S.)

PINGU'S MOM sat down on the bench, right next to the sleeping
passenger. She looks at him then changes to a frustrated look
to herself.
While Queen's "Love of my Life" plays, PINGU is looking for a
Blue and White Train Trolley with a sign that says "MRS.
NATALIE and MR. MORRIS" on his belly, then he turns into a
stop and gasps. He looks at PINGI inside the Trolley talking
to her PARENTS. PINGI then turns to PINGU. She gasps, then
feels smitten. PINGU smiles to her back. PINGI giggles
romantically. She then wakes her MOM and DAD up, gently.
PINGI
(quietly)
Mom, dad, we're here!
PINGI'S DAD wakes up slowly while yawning.
NATALIE
(yawns; fully awaken)
You're absolutely right, Pingi,
darling. Thank you, sweetie.
(CONTINUED)

14.
PINGI'S DAD looks to the window right next to PINGU, waving a
hello.
MORRIS
(yawns)
Who's this little fella?
NATALIE
(sweetly)
I believe that's Pingu, Morris.
MORRIS
(chuckles)
Good eye, Natalie.
Her MOM and DAD gives each other an Eskimo kiss with their
beaks.
PINGI
Okay, guys. Let's get our stuff
ready.
PINGI'S FAMILY takes their stuff out of the TROLLEY. PINGI
gets out of the TROLLEY, slowly, to see PINGU.
PINGI (CONT’D)
(romantically)
Hi, Pingu. You remember me?
PINGU
(romantically)
I certainly do, Pingi, my love.
PINGI
(giggles)
Congratulations, Pingu. And also...
PINGI gives PINGU the flower bouquet.
PINGI (CONT’D)
Happy birthday.
PINGU sheds a tear of joy, then gives PINGI a hug as her
PARENTS watches them in joy as the music finishes.
FADE TO: PINGU'S
MOM
EXT. THE NEW CITY TRAIN STATION - CONTINUOUS
PINGU's MOM was fast asleep on the bench with a sleeping
passenger. PINGU, PINGI, NATALIE and MORRIS walks to MARIA.
(CONTINUED)

15.
NATALIE
Hello there, Maria.
MARIA is still asleep. NATALIE and MORRIS looks at each other
confused, then shrugs.
PINGU
(quietly)
Don't worry, guys; I got this.
PINGU inhales and loudly shouts "NUG NUG!" which makes MARIA
awake.
I'm up!

MARIA

MARIA yawns then looks at NATALIE, and gasps excitedly.
MARIA (CONT’D)
(excited)
Natalie!
MARIA and NATALIE excitedly hugs each other out, meeting for
the first time in the new city. PINGU, PINGI and MORRIS
chuckles as they watch them hug each other.
NATALIE
(excited)
How'd you do, Maria? I was so
worried without you.
MARIA
(chuckles)
Oh, you know, the usual.
(to MORRIS)
And you must be Morris. It's an
honor and a privilege to welcome
you here.
MORRIS and MARIA shakes flippers, greeting each other.
MORRIS
Thanks, the pleasure's all mine.
PINGU
Come on guys, let's get your stuff
to your new house and fast.
NATALIE and MORRIS agrees with PINGU as PINGI and MARIA
chuckles.
FADES TO: FLOWER
VAN

16.
EXT. THE NEW TOWN OF SOUTH POLE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
Here we see the MARIA and NATALIE driving to the streets with
the FLOWER TRUCK while Queen's "Radio Ga Ga" plays throughout
the montage.
ZOOM TO: PINGU
AND PINGI
INT. MARIA'S FLOWER VAN - CONTINUOUS
PINGU and PINGI sings the lead vocals of "Radio Ga Ga"
together in harmony. Then, we cut to PINGU and PINGI playing
chess, With PINGI winning the game, PINGU and PINGI laughs
together. We cut to PINGU and PINGI colors the papers with
the colored markers in the shape of a heart. Lastly, we cut
to PINGU and PINGI fell asleep together. MORRIS watches them,
feeling heartwarming. MORRIS puts a blanket to both PINGU and
PINGI as the music ends.
FADE TO: PINGU'S
NEW HOUSE
EXT. PINGI'S NEW HOUSE - LATER
SUBTITLE: 10:40 p.m.
MARIA'S FLOWER VAN arrives to her NEW HOUSE right next to
PINGU'S.
INT. PINGI'S NEW HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
PINGU and PINGI walks into the new empty HOUSE while MARIA,
NATALIE and MORRIS enters the NEW HOUSE.
LYLE THE REAL ESTATE AGENT
(to NATALIE/MORRIS)
Okay, guys. While this is getting
well taken care of, I wanted to let
you two know the most important
things to be very, VERY careful...
Take care of your house, and don't
damage the property.
MORRIS
Thanks, Lyle.
MORRIS hands five fishes.

(CONTINUED)

17.
LYLE THE REAL ESTATE AGENT
(chuckles; to MORRIS)
It's a little bit heavy, don't ya
think?
MORRIS
(chuckles)
Indeed. Have a good stay.
LYLE THE REAL ESTATE AGENT
You do the same, Morris.
(leaves)
CUT TO: PINGI'S
NEW ROOM
INT. PINGI'S NEW HOUSE - PINGI'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS
We see PINGI'S ROOM with all her own music soundtracks on the
desk drawer, a closet full of scarves, and posters of PINGU
on her wall, leaving PINGU, amazed.
PINGI
So... What do you think?
(chuckles)
Doesn't look very good, isn't it?
PINGU
Hmm... I think it looks very
Magnifique.
PINGI
"Magnifique"?
PINGU
It means, "magnificent", Pingi.
PINGI
(giggles)
Thank you. I'm glad you enjoyed it.
Speaking of which, you wanna hear
my new song I made?
PINGU
(short pause)
What's it about?
PINGI
(giggles)
You, Pingu.

(CONTINUED)

18.
PINGU
(short pause)
Well, I love to hear you sing for
me.
PINGI grabs her acoustic guitar and plays a new love song for
PINGU.
PINGI
(SONG BEGINS)
PINGU, IS THE GLORIOUS PENGUIN,
WHO IS ALWAYS HERE WITH ME,
BECAUSE YOUR SMILE MAKES MY LIFE
FLYING HIGH, SO WILLINGLY.
BUT ALL THE THINGS THAT MAKES ME
WONDER,
"WHERE IS THE TIME THAT I'VE GIVEN
TO OTHERS?"
I LOOK INTO YOUR EYES,
THAT MAKES YOU WANNA FLY SO HIGH
ALONG... WITH ME.
(SONG ENDS)
PINGI puts down the GUITAR.
PINGI (CONT’D)
(quietly)
I love you, Pingu.
PINGI and PINGU shares a long kiss.
CUT TO: THE NEW
CITY OF SOUTH
POLE
EXT. PINGI'S NEW HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
Here we see a silhouette of a SEAGULL watching PINGU and
PINGI kiss, then flies up to the CAVE in the ICY MOUNTAINS.
FADE TO: BENSON'S
ICY LAIR
EXT. BENSON'S ICY LAIR - CONTINUOUS
The SEAGULL arrives to the LAIR of an evil LEOPARD SEAL, by
the name of BENSON.

19.
INT. BENSON'S ICY LAIR - CONTINUOUS
A dark and ominous music plays as the SEAGULL named JOHNNY
WILKINSON walks to the dark shadow of BENSON.
JOHNNY
Your evilness, We have ourselves a
new penguin.
JOHNNY hands a photo of PINGI to BENSON.
BENSON (O.S.)
(quietly)
Hmm... Very interesting. What's her
name?
JOHNNY
I think it's Pingi Jolene, sir. She
brought her family with her.
BENSON walks out of the shadows slowly.
BENSON
A remarkable plan, John.
JOHNNY
Uh, I thinks it's pronounced,
Johnny, master.
BENSON
So be it.
(to
KILLER/SHREDDER/SLICER)
Killer, Shredder, Slicer...!
KILLER, SHREDDER and SLICER, the SEAGULL friends of BENSON,
flies in fast.
KILLER/SHREDDER/SLICER
(simultaneously)
Yes, Master Benson?
BENSON
I think I smell a plan altogether.
Don't let me down, boys; on this
day, assemble my evil minions to
kidnap Pingi, right after we...
Destroy Pingu.
(chuckles evilly; to
JOHNNY)
And speaking of the plan, Johnny...
(grabs JOHNNY with a
flipper)
You're... fired.
(chuckles evilly)

(CONTINUED)

20.
JOHNNY
No! You can't do this to me, sire!
If I get fired, You'll be sorry
'til the day you die!
BENSON
(yelling)
Dream on, Johnny Boy!
(evilly laughs)
JOHNNY was thrown down by BENSON, thus making him running
away from BENSON'S ICY LAIR, as KILLER, SHREDDER and SLICER
joins the evil laughter.
JOHNNY
(angrily)
You'll see! YOU'LL ALL SEE!
JOHNNY flies away from BENSON'S ICY LAIR.
ZOOM OUT TO: THE
NEW CITY OF THE
SOUTH POLE
FADE TO: PINGU'S
NEW HOUSE
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
We hear ROBBY, PINGO, PINGG, PONGI, PINGA, MASON, ZACCY and
MARIA singing "Happy Birthday to You" all together.
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
When his friends and family finishes the song, he chuckles
with joy.
MASON
(to PINGU)
Ready to make a wish, buddy?
PINGU
(to everybody)
I have one.
(short pause)
I wish my Grandma was here to see
this, so that she'll come to my
room and said "Happy Birthday,
Pingu. Your Grandmother really
misses you, my dear. And I always
know, I'm going to love you no
matter what.
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)

21.
PINGU (CONT’D)
Your life will begin to have the
greatest days of my life. Just for
you and Pinga. I love you."
(long pause)
I love you, Grandma.
PINGU blows out the candles.
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - DAY
SUBTITLE: LATER THAT MORNING...
MR. JIM throws the mail to the placemat of PINGU'S NEW HOUSE
that says "WELCOME!" ZACCY opens the door while yawning, then
picks up the newspaper.
ZACCY
(mumbling)
What's the good news?
(gasps; to himself)
Dear Lord!
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - PINGU'S NEW ROOM - CONTINUOUS
ZACCY bursts through PINGU'S ROOM Door.
ZACCY
(excited)
PINGU!
PINGU
(yelps)
Jeez Louise, Dad, you almost gave
me a heart attack!
ZACCY
(excited)
Pingu, you gotta take a look inside
the newspaper!
PINGU
Okay, but for all we know, what's
the best it could happen?
PINGU opens the newspaper folds. Pingu gasps in shock.
PINGU (CONT’D)
Could it be?! It is!
PINGU holds up a party invitation with a photo of a green
lookalike penguin, PINGJ, and reads: "Dear Pingu, You're
invited to the greatest concert that has ever been to.
(CONTINUED)

22.
Come see PINGJ and the SOUTH POLE ROCKERS performing live in
concert at the Arena of the South Pole at MONDAY, FEBRUARY
14th at 3:25 p.m." PINGU cheers with glee.
PINGU (CONT’D)
(cheering excitedly)
PINGJ and the ROCKERS! My cousin's
a star!
TRANSITION TO:
PINGU'S DAYDREAM
INT. THE SOUTH POLE ARENA - CONTINUOUS
He then daydreams about him as another rock star alongside
with his cousin PINGJ, singing the verse and last chorus
Queen's "Keep Yourself Alive" together. When the chorus ends,
the crowd chants "PINGU, PINGU, PINGU...!"
INT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - PINGU'S NEW ROOM
Back to PINGU, humming "Keep Yourself Alive" in his ROOM.
ZACCY
Pingu. Pingu!
(shouting)
PINGU!
PINGU
(startles)
Oh... Sorry. I was just daydreaming
about me and my cousin in a rock
band, together.
ZACCY
(long pause)
Right.
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
JOHNNY knocks on the door.
PINGU opens the door, knowing who it is.
JOHNNY (O.S.)
Psst. Down here, Pingu.
PINGU
(looking down)
How did someone know...
(short pause)
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)

23.
PINGU (CONT’D)
My... Name. I-I'm sorry, mister.
Who are you?
JOHNNY
Allow me to introduce myself, old
chap. My name is Johnny Wilkinson.
PINGU
(calmly)
Are you brand-new to this city?
JOHNNY
(sighs sadly)
Yes, I'm afraid I am brand new. A
seagull in the city. My boss kicked
me out of my business. Firing me.
(sobs)
He picks up JOHNNY.
PINGU
(sweetly)
Aw, you poor seagull. Don't worry,
Johnny, I'll make you some nice
refreshing water in the kitchen.
JOHNNY
(sniffles)
Do you really mean it? Just for me?
PINGU
Cross my heart, my friend. Cross my
heart.
JOHNNY hugs PINGU for a welcoming stay.
JOHNNY
(excited)
Thank you. Thank you so very much.
It's nice to have a friend like
you, Pingu. A best friend.
PINGU walks to his HOUSE, carrying JOHNNY, who is now a best
friend as Queen's "Best Friend" plays throughout the montage.
TRANSITION TO:
PINGU AND JOHNNY
EXT. THE NEW TOWN OF SOUTH POLE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
Here we see PINGU and JOHNNY playing on the See Saw. When
PINGU falls over, the two friends laugh.
(CONTINUED)

24.
Then we cut to the Ice Cream Cart with PINGU and JOHNNY
buying two ice cream cones for three fishes and starts to
lick the ice cream. PINGU got French Vanilla while JOHNNY got
the Cookies and Cream. We cut to PINGU and JOHNNY at the
PLAYGROUND, playing on the swings while PINGI chuckles as she
watches them getting along as friends. Then cuts to PINGU and
JOHNNY arriving at the fairground, going to play KNOCK THE
CANS DOWN for 4 half-dollar coins. PINGU knocks the cans down
with two tries. JOHNNY knocks all of the cans down. JOHNNY
excitedly cheers and PINGU is amazed, then laughs with him.
Cuts to PINGU, outside building a beautiful nest for JOHNNY
right next to his own HOUSE. Fades to a finished seagull's
nest while PINGU asks JOHNNY "What do you think, buddy?"
JOHNNY glared at his own nest that PINGU build and answers "I
think it looks incredible, Pingu, my boy." PINGU laughs as
JOHNNY flies around the nest, excitedly cheering, then hugs
PINGU for building his nest, thanking him. MARIA, ZACCY and
PINGA walks up to PINGU and claps their flippers along with
NATALIE and MORRIS for letting JOHNNY stay in the city. PINGI
watches from the window, laughing with PINGU. MASON arrives
with a camera tripod, getting ready to take a photo of his
FAMILY and NEIGHBOURS. He sets it to three seconds while he's
quickly right next to PINGU, his friend JOHNNY, and his love,
PINGI. The camera tripod flashes.
END OF ACT 1

25.
ACT 2
TRANSITION TO:
BENSON'S ICY LAIR
INT. BENSON'S ICY LAIR - NIGHT
BENSON looks at the newspaper reads "PINGU WELCOMES A SEAGULL
TO THE CITY!"
BENSON (O.S.)
(furiously angry)
I don't believe this!!
BENSON rips up the newspaper of JOHNNY, PINGU, PINGI, and
their families. KILLER, SHREDDER and SLICER yelling at each
other about why didn't someone tell them about this.
BENSON (CONT’D)
He turned on me for any reasons
whatsoever! That little crud-picker
John thinks he can be with them
instead of ME?! WELL WE'RE NOT
GONNA LET THAT HAPPEN!
(to JOHNNY)
So, you want a battle, John? I'm
gonna give you... A WAR!
He still hears the argument.
BENSON (CONT’D)
(shouting loudly; to
KILLER/SHREDDER/SLICER)
QUIET!
KILLER, SHREDDER, and SLICER stopped arguing.
KILLER/SHREDDER/SLICER
Sorry, boss.
BENSON
If I hear you guys, bickering at
each other, ONE MORE TIME...
(yelling angrily)
YOU WILL BE PUNISHED IN THE ETERNAL
PIT OF FREEZING WATERS!
BENSON points to the ETERNAL PIT OF FREEZING WATERS where any
friend of BENSON are frozen in an ice block.
KILLER/SHREDDER/SLICER
(quivering scared)
OH, NO!
(CONTINUED)

26.
BENSON
(angrily)
OH, YES!!! So I decided that you
guys would be in there if you
(shouting)
DON'T STOP BICKERING, ONCE AND FOR
ALL!!! YOU GOT ME?!?!
KILLER/SHREDDER/SLICER
(sadly)
Yes, master.
BENSON
Good! Now ASSEMBLE our evil
minions, FIND Johnny, KIDNAP the
penguin's love, and
(yelling loudly)
DESTROY THE ONE WHO CALLED "PINGU"!
NOW!!!
KILLER/SHREDDER/SLICER
YES, MASTER!
Killer, Shredder, and Slicer assembles the minions with a
loud squawk. The SEAGULL MINIONS and the SKUA MINIONS wakes
up from the loudest squawk. The skuas and the seagulls, along
with KILLER, SHREDDER, and SLICER, comes out of the ICY LAIR
and spreads out to attack the whole entire city while
searching for JOHNNY.
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
PINGU and JOHNNY are seen seated on the bench as the
instrumental of Queen's "Who Wants to Live Forever?" plays.
PINGU
Boy, we sure had some fun together.
Didn't you think so, Johnny?
JOHNNY
You and me both, pal.
PINGU
What would you like to be when
tomorrow comes?
JOHNNY
A part of your family.
PINGU
(stammers)
Y-You don't have a family?
(CONTINUED)

27.
JOHNNY
(short pause; sadly)
I don't have a family along with
me, at a horrible moment like this.
(sighs)
I mean there's two questions that I
always have... One: Is this the
real life?
And two?

PINGU

JOHNNY
Is this just fantasy? I mean, we've
caught in a landslide...
(sighs)
And there's absolutely no escape
from reality. From now on, I'm just
a poor boy with no sympathy
whatsoever.
PINGU
I'm sorry. I feel bad about the way
your family's been treating you.
(short pause)
Is there anything I can do to help
you?
JOHNNY
(sniffles)
Not at all.
PINGU
Well, the way I feel sad...
(sniffles)
is the exact same feeling about my
Grandma.
JOHNNY
(short pause)
How old was your grandmother?
PINGU
About 82 years old.
Oh.

JOHNNY

PINGU
She just got diagnosed with
leukemia 5 years ago.
(sniffles)
She passed away on November 20th, 2
years ago.
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)

28.
PINGU (CONT’D)
(short pause)
And the only thing I got before she
died... is this.
PINGU shows JOHNNY a photo of PINGU and her GRANDMA when he
was a baby.
PINGU (CONT’D)
She was the greatest grandparent I
have ever known. God, I missed her.
(sobbing)
JOHNNY then reaches PINGU'S flipper to comfort.
JOHNNY
Pingu... If there's one thing that
would make you the greatest man
ever...
(short pause)
...is to make a special something
for your love.
PINGU smiled at JOHNNY.
Thank you.

PINGU

JOHNNY chuckles. The two friends gets up from the bench.
JOHNNY
C'Mon, pally boy. I'm gonna let you
know about the plan.
They walk right into PINGU'S HOUSE as the song ends.
FADE OUT.
EXT. THE NEW TOWN OF SOUTH POLE - SOUTH POLE - DAY
PINGU and JOHNNY walks to the JEWELRY store down the street.
Until they heard his FRIENDS from the van, cheering for PINGU
and JOHNNY.
Man.

PINGU

(chuckles)
What on earth are those crazy cats
doing?
ROBBY, PINGO, PINGG, and PONGI arrives to PINGU and JOHNNY
with their van playing the song "Hammer to Fall" by Queen and
a sign that says "PINGU AND PINGJ FOREVER!"
(CONTINUED)

29.
PINGO
(shouts)
Hey, buddy boy!
PINGG, PONGI, and ROBBY shouts 'Hello' to PINGU.
JOHNNY
Who the blooming heck is "PINGJ"?
PINGU
I think he's my cousin, pal.
JOHNNY
(shorter pause)
Oh. I see.
ROBBY
We just got a call from Pingj and
the South Pole Rockers. And your
cousin said one thing.
PINGU
W-What is it? What does he say?
PINGG
He says "He's putting you and your
new friend on the front seats in
the concert, just for your cousin's
sake!"
ZOOM TO: CLOSE-UP
SHOT OF PINGU,
SLOWLY
JOHNNY
(excited)
Oh, cool! Hear that, Pingu? We're
gonna be sitting on the front row!
PINGU is frozen in surprised.
JOHNNY (V.O.)
Uh... Pingu?
PINGU
(quietly)
No... Flipping... Way!
JOHNNY
You okay, pal?
PINGU turns into a ball as he rolls around until he turns
back to normal when mid-air.
(CONTINUED)

30.
PINGU
(excited)
YAHOO! I'M IN!
PONGI
Awesome, dude.
PINGO
That's the cool penguin I know!
It's gonna begin this Thursday
Afternoon. Don't miss it, pal.
PINGU
(agreeably)
Wouldn't miss it for the world.
PINGU'S FRIENDS says "Bye!" rides off to the street while
playing Queen's "Fat Bottomed Girls" before it fades into the
distance.
JOHNNY
Wow. It's pretty amazing for a lot
of fans you have.
PINGU
Ain't it the truth?
JOHNNY
So, you wanna...
Yep.

PINGU

PINGU and JOHNNY walks into the JEWELRY STORE.
INT. THE JEWELRY STORE - CONTINUOUS
JEWELRY CASHIER
Hello. What can I do for you fine
gentlemen?
PINGU
Uh, yeah. Um... I would like to buy
that diamond ring just for a very
special girl. I'll keep it a secret
from her, by the way.
JEWELRY CASHIER
(chuckles)
Bless your heart, my friendly
penguin.
The CASHIER scans and gives PINGU the ring for PINGI.
(CONTINUED)

31.
JEWELRY CASHIER (CONT’D)
You're a very lucky penguin, old
chap. That'll be six fishes.
PINGU gives the CASHIER seven fishes.
PINGU
All I got is seven fishes.
JEWELRY CASHIER
Good thinking, lad. Have a great
rest of the day.
PINGU and JOHNNY exits the JEWELRY STORE.
PINGU
You do the same.
Bye.

JOHNNY

JEWELRY CASHIER (O.S.)
Oh, and sonny?
PINGU stops and turns to the CASHIER.
JEWELRY CASHIER (CONT’D)
Congratulations.
Thank you.

PINGU

JEWELRY CASHIER
Take care of yourself. Bye.
PINGU
All right-y.
EXT. THE JEWELRY STORE
JOHNNY
(impressed)
Pingu James, you are a very smart
shopper.
FADE TO: PINGU'S
NEW HOUSE

32.
EXT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - NIGHT
JOHNNY
Well, Pingu... I guess it's time
for us to go to bed.
Yeah.

PINGU

(yawns)
Another job well done.
JOHNNY yawns and flies up to his nest.
Oi, Pingu?
Yes?

JOHNNY
PINGU

JOHNNY
Could you get me a blanket?
PINGU
Sure thing, Johnny.
PINGU goes into his HOUSE, finding a blanket for JOHNNY.
JOHNNY
(sighs)
This is the life. Not a bad thing
happening on what's left for my
best friend.
(yawns)
PINGU
I'm back, Johnny. Catch.
PINGU tosses a blanket to JOHNNY before he covers up.
JOHNNY
Thank you. Good night, buddy.
JOHNNY falls asleep.
PINGU
(short pause)
Good night... Pally boy.
PINGU enters the HOUSE. He turns off the light.
PAN TO: PINGI

33.
PINGI'S OLD HOUSE - PINGI'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS
PINGI sighs romantically. She then goes to bed before she
looks at the photo of PINGU again.
PINGI
(whispers)
Good night, My dear.
She then falls asleep. Her door slowly opens by her DAD and
her MOM. They looked at PINGI asleep, then each other feeling
heartwarming. Then they closed the door slowly.
FADE TO: THE
SNOWY PLAINS
EXT. THE SNOWY PLAINS - SUNRISE
In a few seconds, we see KILLER, SHREDDER, SLICER, and the
SKUA and SEAGULL TEAM flying by, fast. Then cuts to SHREDDER,
KILLER AND SLICER flying in front view getting ready to find
JOHNNY.
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - MORNING
JOHNNY wakes up in fear and panting heavily. He then looks up
to the skies wondering that his former minions are coming to
the town.
JOHNNY
(quietly)
Oh, dear me.
(panting; yelling
worriedly)
I GOTTA CONFESS PINGU!
He then flies out of his nest and into PINGU'S HOUSE.
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
JOHNNY bursts into the door for a confession.
JOHNNY
(worriedly)
Pingu! Pingu!
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - PINGU'S NEW ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Here we see PINGU yawning while getting out of bed. JOHNNY
knocks on the door, loudly.
(CONTINUED)

34.
JOHNNY
(worriedly)
PINGU!
PINGU walks to the door and opens for him.
Yeah?

PINGU

JOHNNY
I have a confession to make.
PINGU
What? What is it?
JOHNNY
(stammering)
I... uh.. I'm a... a... a...
PINGU
You are a what? Speak up.
JOHNNY
(yelling)
I'm a minion to the evil empire!
Okay?!
PINGU gasps in shock. The sad music plays.
PINGU
I... Don't believe this.
(short pause; voice
breaking)
How could you?
PINGU walks out of his house, feeling hurtful. JOHNNY walks
up behind PINGU.
JOHNNY
Buddy, I'm sorry-PINGU
(sadly upset)
Don't you "BUDDY" me! I mean, after
all the times we've shared
throughout the days?! For nothing?!
I thought you were my friend.
JOHNNY
(sad)
Pingu, I am your friend!
PINGI walks out of her house hearing what JOHNNY said.
(CONTINUED)

35.
PINGU
DON'T YOU LIE TO ME! You're not my
best friend in this icy, cold town!
You're an evil, selfish, lying,
penguin-hating seagull!
(shorter pause)
And that's the way how it's gonna
be! You never should've done this
moments ago!
(sobs quietly)
No wonder your family betrayed you.
JOHNNY gasps. JOHNNY cries quietly.
JOHNNY
(cries)
So, this is it? After all we've
been through in this cold world?
PINGU nods while being betrayed.
JOHNNY (CONT’D)
(cries)
That's fine by me.
(sniffles)
Good-Bye, Pingu James.
JOHNNY flies away from PINGU and PINGI'S HOUSE to Canada.
Pingu...

PINGI (O.S.)

PINGU slowly turns to PINGI.
PINGI (CONT’D)
I'm very sorry.
PINGU
Save your apologies to the friends
I have!!! Do you know how hard it
is to be with one of us?! THAT'S
the difference between you... and
me!
(short pause)
And on top of that, I don't care
about your song you made up about
me!
PINGI
(starts to cry)
Pingu... Take it back.

(CONTINUED)

36.
PINGU
Maybe it's best for me to go our
separate ways, so that way you'll
never talk to me...
(sniffles)
Again.
Queen's "The Show Must Go On" plays throughout the sad scene
as PINGU goes in to the HOUSE and slams the door, crying as
the rain starts pouring.
PINGI
(cries loudly)
Fine! Who needs a damned selfish
penguin like you that I used to
love?! I'm so done talking to you!
Ever! See if I care!
PINGI enters the house and slams the door.
CUT TO: PINGI'S
NEW ROOM
INT. PINGI'S NEW HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Here, in the slow motion with no sounds, we see NATALIE and
MORRIS making lunch. PINGI runs up to her room, crying, as
NATALIE and MORRIS follows PINGI to find out what's wrong
with her.
INT. PINGI'S NEW HOUSE - PINGI'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS
PINGI opens and slams the door before locking it. NATALIE and
MORRIS tries to talk to her as they're trying to open the
door while knocking the door. PINGI grabs the mug and throws
it against the wall, thus breaking it, leaving her
heartbroken. A crash sound echoes. She starts destroying her
own room by breaking the mirror from the desk, then smashing
her acoustic guitar, before breaking her windows through her
room. Then we see MORRIS, feeling heartbroken, while NATALIE
was crying hard as it echoes.
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
PINGU walks to his room while MARIA, ZACCY, and PINGA
worriedly follows him as he locks the door and starts
damaging the room with a sledge hammer, thus tearing the wall
down, breaking his bed with mallet, the crash sounds also
echoes, leaving PINGA cries while hugging MARIA, who is
crying hard, also as it echoes.

37.
INT. PINGU'S NEW ROOM/PINGI'S NEW ROOM - CONTINUOUS
As the song almost finishes, PINGU and PINGI finishes
damaging their separated rooms in their own house with their
own sledge hammers and mallets.
As the song finishes, they dropped the sledgehammers with a
loud thud as PINGI and PINGU quietly breaks down in tears.
Fading to PINGI, in a fetal position.
FADE TO: PINGU'S
NEW HOUSE
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - NIGHT
Here we see LYLE, getting angry, about the
and PINGI has done during the breakup. The
conversation is heard about what happened.
the family of penguins, really furious. He
and MARIA.

damage that PINGU
whole city's
LYLE walks up to
walks up to ZACCY

LYLE THE REAL ESTATE AGENT
(angrily; to ZACCY and
MARIA)
This is all your fault! You made
your son destroyed the whole room
of his own! Now we have to
repossess the household of yours
(angrily; to NATALIE and
MORRIS)
And as for YOU, how in the hell
could you make your daughter
destroyed her own damn room?! This
is an outrage!
(to both families)
Now, my boss is gonna kill me, you
couple of freaking horrible
families! Do you realize what all
of you have done?! Look at you
guys! You should be ashamed of
yourselves.
PINGU'S FAMILY and PINGI'S FAMILY looked at each other,
sadly, then bow their heads in shame, realizing that this is
their families' fault.
END OF ACT 2

38.
ACT 3
FADE TO: THE
POSTAL SERVICE
EXT. SOUTH POLE POSTAL SERVICE - SOUTH POLE - MORNING
A shadow of Killer lurks to the door of the POSTAL SERVICE.
INT. SOUTH POLE POSTAL SERVICE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
MR. JIM searches for something good in the mail cabinet.
MR. JIM
(muttering)
Man. There's nothing good coming to
the Postal Office. Hmm. What a
sham.
SLICER cuts the power from the POSTAL SERVICE, which makes
everything in the POSTAL OFFICE went pitch black.
MR. JIM (CONT’D)
(confused)
What the hell was that?
MR. JIM turns on the flashlight wondering that who cuts the
power. MR. JIM walks up to the PACKAGE ROOM, slowly.
MR. JIM (CONT’D)
(echoes)
Hello? Is somebody there?
(long pause)
Okay, this is not funny, man!
A metal crash noise is heard which startles MR. JIM who is
trying to shine a light at someone, but someone went away
fast. He pants heavily.
MR. JIM (CONT’D)
(scared)
Whoever did this will be coming out
of your paycheck!
He walks to the main office, shaking with fear.
MR. JIM (CONT’D)
I mean it! I'm calling the
police... If you don't show
yourself in about three seconds!
He walks back to the cabinet, slowly.
(CONTINUED)

39.
MR. JIM (CONT’D)
(stammering)
One...
(panting heavily)
T-T-Two...
THREE!

KILLER (O.S.)

MR. JIM screams in fear when KILLER is right behind him,
attacking.
EXT. SOUTH POLE POSTAL SERVICE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
MR. JIM runs out of the POSTAL SERVICE while screaming "THE
SEAGULLS AND THE SKUAS! THEY'RE HERE!!!" to the entire city.
EXT. THE NEW TOWN OF SOUTH POLE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
Cuts to the ICE CREAM VENDOR gasps when the SEAGULLS attacks
him. The VENDOR runs around the town, screaming. The whole
city is attacked by EVIL SEAGULLS and the ARMY OF SKUAS while
everybody screamed for mercy.
SHREDDER
No sign of Johnny, mates.
SLICER
Probably he ran away, crying like a
little baby.
SHREDDER and SLICER laughs viciously.
INT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
PINGU gasps when he sees the whole entire city under siege
outside from the window.
PINGU
(scared)
Holy God!
PINGA
(scared)
Whta's happening?!
INT. PINGI'S NEW HOUSE - PINGI'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS
KILLER flies to PINGI'S HOUSE and damages through their roof,
PINGI screams and cowers in fear.
(CONTINUED)

40.
KILLER
Mates? I believe we have our food!
PINGI screams in fear.
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
(scared)
OH, NO!

PINGA

(shocked)
PINGI!

PINGU

PINGU runs to the door.
PINGA (CONT’D)
(worried)
Pingu? Where are you going? PINGU?!
INT. PINGI'S NEW HOUSE - PINGI'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS
PINGI cries in fear, then cuts to KILLER and his MATES.
PINGU (O.S.)
(to the enemies; angrily)
LEAVE HER ALONE, YOU VILE BUZZARDS!
KILLER, SHREDDER, and SLICER gasps in shock as they heard
PINGU.
PAN TO: PINGU
PINGU (CONT’D)
IF YOU WANNA KIDNAP MY LOVE...
(walks, then stops)
You gotta get through me.
KILLER laughs.
SLICER
Your wish is our commands, Traitor!
PINGU
Show me what you got!
PINGI
(starts to cry; quietly)
Oh, Pingu, no...
PINGA
(tearfully)
Don't do it.

(CONTINUED)

41.
PINGU
(quietly; to PINGI)
I'm sorry, Jolene.

NO!

PINGI
(screaming)

KILLER spits out a fire ball at PINGU. And when he is hit in
slow motion, he screams until he's dead.
PINGA
(screaming)
PINGU!!!

NO!

PINGI
(crying hard)

KILLER and his MATES then kidnaps PINGI.
PINGI (CONT’D)
(screaming)
What are you doing?! LET GO OF ME!
PINGU! HELP ME!
We, then cut to PINGU'S corpse and transitions his soul to
heaven. PINGU wakes up in the afterlife while getting up.
INT. THE HEAVENLY CLOUDS - CONTINUOUS
PINGU'S SOUL
Wha- Where am I? W-What's going on?
MALE VOICE
(echoes) I hear you've
been expecting me, my
friend.
PINGU'S SOUL
(short pause)
Who... Who said that?
MALE VOICE (O.S.)
Take the first step, darling.
PINGU walks to an egg-shaped chair from the distance.
MALE VOICE (O.S.) (CONT’D)
You're almost there, Pingu James.
PINGU continues to walk to the egg-shaped chair.
(CONTINUED)

42.

Stop.

MALE VOICE (O.S.) (CONT’D)

PINGU stops walking.
PAN TO: THE
SILHOUETTE OF A
MAN
PINGU'S SOUL
Who- Who are you?
MALE VOICE (O.S.)
D'you remember me?
The man turns the egg-shaped chair around with a button,
revealing that the man is a rock star from Queen, Freddie
Mercury who is smiling.
PINGU'S SOUL
(stammers)
Freddie Mercury?
FREDDIE MERCURY
The one and only, darling.
(chuckles)
I just saw from the heavens
above... That you made a sacrifice
for your will to save the city...
(short pause)
and your love of your life.
PINGU'S SOUL
How's grandma doing?
FREDDIE MERCURY
Your grandmother Hayley is doing
just fine. She'd just like to see
to you. Hayley?
PINGU'S 82-year-old Grandmother, HAYLEY walks to PINGU.
Grandma?

PINGU'S SOUL

HAYLEY
Hello, my dear. I'm so happy to see
you again.
(PINGU sniffles)
What's the matter, sonny?

(CONTINUED)

43.
PINGU'S SOUL
(starts to cry)
I want to go back down to earth to
save my lovely Pingi and the big
city that I love. We need to do
something!
(sobbing quietly)
HAYLEY puts her flipper on PINGU'S flipper.
HAYLEY
Oh, Pingu. I'm sorry for the life
you treated horribly. The truth
is... I was a World War II Veteran
back in the day before you were
born.
(short pause)
But for now, it's your turn to be a
World War veteran, just for me. And
I also left you a surprise from
your room as a promise.. That no
matter what you'll do or where
you'll roam... You'll be in my
heart. Always.
HAYLEY hugs PINGU to wish him good luck.
PINGU'S SOUL
(touched; to Freddie
Mercury)
Freddie? You are the champion, my
friend.
(shorter pause)
Of the world.
FREDDIE smiles at PINGU, chuckling before he hugs PINGU.
FREDDIE MERCURY
Good luck, Pingu. Remember: Where
there's a Penguin of a feather...
PINGU
There's Freddie... Forever. Thank
you, Freddie.
PINGU then walks to the exact spot to return to his life.
FREDDIE MERCURY (QUIETLY)
EY-O?

(CONTINUED)

44.

Ey-o.

PINGU'S SOUL
(chuckling; echoes while
spoken)

As PINGU sends down back to earth, FREDDIE MERCURY and
PINGU'S grandmother HAYLEY waved goodbye to him before it
transitions to the real world.
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
PINGU wakes up as he survived the fire ball hit. He gets up
before PINGA comes out of the house.
PINGA
(relieved)
BROTHER!
(hugs Pingu)
Thank goodness you're okay.
PINGU
(whispers)
Grandma...
What?

PINGA

PINGU
(quietly)
Grandma's right.
(adventurously)
It's time to give South Pole... a
new hero.
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - PINGU'S DAMAGED ROOM - CONTINUOUS
While Queen's "We Will Rock You" plays, PINGU goes into his
closet as he wears his World War jacket that grandma made
when he was 15 years old before he puts on a war helmet.
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
PINGU dials the phone for GRANDPA MASON, as he answers the
phone.
Hello?

MASON (O.S.)

(CONTINUED)
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PINGU
Grandpa, I want you to get ready to
assemble the new troops and gather
up the crowd, it's time to start a
new war.
INT. MASON'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
MASON
I'm on my way, sonny. Stay put.
MASON puts on the WWII Veteran Helmet to start a new war.
EXT. THE NEW TOWN OF SOUTH POLE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
The crowd and PINGU'S FRIENDS gathers up for an announcement.
Then we cut to News Reporter JACK TOYER live on the
television set.
JACK TOYER
Jack Toyer, here, reporting live
after the chaotic breakdown of the
South Pole, We now go live to
Former World War II Veteran who's
coming out of retirement, MASON
MAXWELL, and his beloved grandson,
joining in the war, a cheeky little
penguin named PINGU JAMES.
MASON
We all know that the city would end
like this... But me and my grandson
will not fail to complete this
mission! We have no rights to be
kidnapped, to be eaten alive, or to
be attacked by the killer birds
from Hell! From now on, we will
destroy their forts, damage their
weapons and defeat all the killer
birds from the caves of the Icy
Lair!
INT. HOTEL CANADA - CONTINUOUS
Cuts to JOHNNY, watching live TV of PINGU and his GRANDFATHER
MASON, feeling shocked, noticing that PINGU will be in the
war.

(CONTINUED)
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PINGU
And nobody, and I mean NOBODY will
ever defeat our families and
friends who are now all on my side
to destroy this monstrosity and
defeat the evil leopard seal, hence
the name, Benson!

JOHNNY
(frustratingly)
Benson!
JOHNNY flies back to the ICY LAIR of BENSON.
PINGU:
We are penguins united, every
flightless bird for itself!
EXT. THE NEW TOWN OF SOUTH POLE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
MASON
If they want Hell...
PINGU
Then let's give 'em Hell.
The crowd cheers for the amazing speech from the GrandfatherGrandson Veterans as the song ends.
PINGU (CONT’D)
(to himself; quietly)
And so it begins.
Queen's "Another One Bites the Dust" plays as PINGU, MASON,
ROBBY, PINGO, PINGG, PONGI, MARIA, NATALIE, MORRIS, ZACCY,
PINGA, and the rest of the SOUTH POLE CITIZENS were seen
walking out of the shadows in slow motion with fast airplanes
flying by. The speed goes back to normal as we cut to PINGU
and MASON going into a tank. Each of PINGU'S FRIENDS are
going to the army van alongside with NATALIE, MORRIS, ZACCY,
MARIA, and PINGA.
PAN TO: BENSON'S
ICY LAIR
EXT. BENSON'S ICY LAIR - CONTINUOUS
KILLER watches the whole PENGUIN TEAM with binoculars in
shock, noticing that PINGU is alive. KILLER alerts BENSON a
bigger emergency.

47.
INT. BENSON'S ICY LAIR - CONTINUOUS
BENSON
(chuckles evily)
Now that Pingu is out of the
picture, I think we should make her
out of... Penguin Stew.
(laughs evilly)
SLICER, and SHREDDER joins in BENSON'S laugh, while we cut to
PINGI, in a cage, cries sorrowfully over the loss of PINGU,
noticing that she will be grilled into a stew.
BENSON (CONT’D)
(yelling menacingly)
No one can ever stop me!
KILLER (O.S.)
(yelling worriedly)
SIRE! SIRE!
KILLER flies over to BENSON.
KILLER (CONT’D)
(worriedly)
WE'VE GOT A BIG EMERGENCY!
BENSON
(chuckles evilly)
What kind of "BIG EMERGENCY" could
ever happen to all of us?
(short pause)
Well, go on, Killer. Spit it out.
KILLER
(scared yell)
PINGU'S ALIVE AND HE BROUGHT THE
WHOLE PENGUIN TEAM TO DESTROY US!
BENSON
(yelling angrily)
WHAT?!
BENSON gets up, angrily while his MATES starts to fly around
alerting the SKUA and SEAGULL TEAM.
BENSON (CONT’D)
(yelling angrily)
I THOUGHT WE FINISHED HIM! THIS
CANNOT BE! SOUND THE ALARM!
ASSEMBLE THE MINIONS! KILL 'EM
ALL!!! HE MUST BE STOPPED!!!

48.
EXT. BENSON'S ICY LAIR - CONTINUOUS
The whole TEAM of both the SEAGULLS and the SKUAS flies out
of the LAIR, getting ready to attack as the ominous music
plays. Then we cut to MASON'S Tank driving towards to the ICY
MOUNTAINS.
INT. MASON'S TANK - CONTINUOUS
MASON
Now, sonny?
PINGU
(quietly)
Wait for it...
KILLER, SHREDDER, SLICER and the TEAM OF EVIL closing in to
the TANK of MASON.
PINGU (CONT’D)
(quietly)
Wait for it...
They closed in to attack the tank, targeting PINGU.

NOW!

PINGU (CONT’D)
(shouts)

Grandpa MASON pushes the red button as the TANK fires at the
SEAGULL TEAM, hitting the two killer SEAGULLS as the
adventurous music plays.
EXT. THE ICY MOUNTAINS - CONTINUOUS
The war begins as MARIA, PINGA, ZACCY, NATALIE, MORRIS and
PINGU'S FRIENDS comes out of the van, getting ready to attack
the evilest TEAM OF SEAGULLS and SKUAS.
PINGA
(shouts)
GO, GO, GO!
MR. JIM pulls out his grenade launcher and shoots at one of
the SKUAS while ROBBY and PINGO throws their grenades at
three of the SEAGULLS together.
SHREDDER/KILLER
(yells)
Charge!

(CONTINUED)
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SHREDDER and KILLER flies to MARIA and NATALIE before she
pulls out the automatic dart guns and shoots the real darts
targeting them, which makes SHREDDER and KILLER screams in
fear while they fly away. ZACCY and MORRIS pulls out their
own rocket launchers before they shoot four of the SKUAS.
PINGA pulls out the Ice-Freezer weapon to freeze seven of the
SKUAS into blocks of ice.
PINGA
(angry)
Nobody messes with my good brother.
JOHNNY flies to look at the SOUTH POLE war at the ICY
MOUNTAINS, while looking for PINGU until JOHNNY spots him
while out of the top of the tank. PINGU points at the SKUAS
getting ready to fire. PONGI and PINGG pulls out their
snipers to kill two of the SEAGULLS together. JOHNNY watches
them in excitement, chuckling before he flies to BENSON'S ICY
LAIR. Lyle throws the wooden plank with a nail at one of the
SKUAS, making a direct hit.
INT. MASON'S TANK - CONTINUOUS
PINGU spots another set of BENSON'S MINIONS on the monitor.
PINGU
(to his FAMILY and FRIENDS
on the Walkie-Talkie)
There's more of them, don't give up
the battle!
(to MASON)
Grandpa?
(short pause)
I'm going in!
MASON
(worriedly)
But, Pingu--!
PINGU
Trust me, Grandpa! It's our only
hope! The future of the South Pole
is at stake!
(short pause; quietly)
You have to trust me.
MASON
(sniffles)
I love you, sonny. If we all die,
We'll always be forever with you.
Be careful.
PINGU hugs MASON before he exits out of MASON'S tank.
(CONTINUED)
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PINGU
(worriedly shouts)
I'll see you at the Lair!
EXT. BENSON'S ICY LAIR - CONTINUOUS
PINGU, with his Grenade Launcher runs to BENSON'S ICY LAIR
before he blasts to the door as he spots PINGI, trapped in
the cage.
PINGU
(shouts; echoes)
PINGI!
PINGI
(gasps)
PINGU?!
(short pause; starts to
cry tears of joy)
You're alive!
PINGU
It's always the right thing to do.
Don't worry, Pingi! I'll get you
out of here!
BENSON (O.S.)
Well played, old chap.
PAN TO: BENSON
BENSON (CONT’D)
You may have won the battle, Pingu.
(turns around)
But you're about to lose the war.
PINGU was captured to the chair by the SKUAS as the ominous
music plays, and one of the SKUAS flip the switch as the cage
with PINGI inside, slowly lowers down, heading to the pit of
eternal fire.
PINGI
(screams worriedly)
PINGU! SAVE ME!
The SKUA puts duct tape to his beak.
PINGU
PINGI--!
(screaming muffled)

(CONTINUED)
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BENSON
So you see, little boy, your party
was already over...
(menacingly)
But your final hour will always be.
Always.
(chuckles evilly)
PINGU, with a duct tape on his beak, screams as BENSON was
about to electrocute him with a taser in slow motion...
Until...
JOHNNY
(screams)
NO-O-O-O!!!!
JOHNNY flies from behind the igloo block to attack BENSON,
saving PINGU's life, as Queen's "BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY" rocking
part plays.
PINGU
(muffles excitedly)
JOHNNY!
PINGI
(whispers excitedly)
JOHNNY!
JOHNNY then ravages BENSON with his razor-sharp claws before
he bites his former boss in the flipper as the song part
ends.
JOHNNY
Nobody messes with my best
friend... BOSS!
BENSON, all weakened, tries to get up as JOHNNY unties PINGU
and removes the duct tape out of his beak. PINGU hugs JOHNNY
for coming back.
PINGU
(sniffles)
You came back, buddy!
JOHNNY
Like I was going to say. I'll
always be part of you... Pally Boy.
BENSON still tries to get up as PINGU walks up to him.
BENSON
(scared)
Oh, please! Wait, Pingu! We can
talk this out... You and me.
(CONTINUED)
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PINGU
(calmly; to BENSON)
Sorry, Benson. You're toast.
PINGI giggles.
PINGU (CONT’D)
(to PINGI)
Pingi? Cover your ears.
PINGI covers her ears as the adventurous music plays.
PINGU (CONT’D)
(to JOHNNY)
You, too, pal.
JOHNNY covers his ears, also, as PINGU inhales and lets out a
loud supersonic call "NUG! NUG!" which hits BENSON, making
him fall into the eternal pit of boiling oil, screaming
before being cooked alive. Cuts to the whole PENGUIN ARMY
hearing the fiery blast from the ICY LAIR. KILLER, SHREDDER,
and SLICER notices that his boss' orders are completely
finished, while the army full of SKUAS and SEAGULLS flies
away in retreat. PINGU walks up to BENSON in the pit.
PINGU (CONT’D)
HAPPY TRAILS... COWARD.
JOHNNY chuckles as PINGU then pulls out his own rifle-shaped
laser cutter to release PINGI. JOHNNY turns the crane for his
new pal, PINGU, before PINGI thank him.
PINGI
(cries tears of joy; to
PINGU)
Thank you, my love. You really
saved all of us in the city.
PINGU accepts the thanking from PINGI.
PINGU
I'm so sorry I left you,
heartbroken. You'll always be a
part of the family, no matter what.
PINGI shares a kiss with PINGU.
JOHNNY
(to PINGU)
Uh, Pingu?
(sighs sadly)
I guess I owe you an apology, chap.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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JOHNNY (CONT’D)
A year ago, I've been an evil
animal to Benson. But for now...
All I really have... Is a best
friend.
(sniffles)
I hope you can forgive me.
(sobs quietly)
PINGU puts his flipper on his wing, to make it feel better.
PINGU
Hey... It doesn't matter when
you're evil to me... You're still
the number one friendliest
seagull... In this big, wide world,
you've ever been to.
(smiles at JOHNNY)
Welcome home, buddy.
SHREDDER, SLICER ad KILLER starts to cry.
JOHNNY hugs PINGU and PINGI in a group hug as the camera
zooms out, slowly as Queen's "Somebody To Love" plays.
EXT. BENSON'S ICY LAIR - CONTINUOUS
SHREDDER, SLICER, and KILLER walks out of the ICY LAIR as the
army of PENGUINS drops their weapons.
KILLER
Ladies and gentlemen? Can we have
your attention, please?
SHREDDER
(short pause)
It's time to congratulate our new
hero of the SOUTH POLE!
SLICER
He made a will to win a war against
the evil Benson.
KILLER
Let's give a round of applause...
SHREDDER
To everyone's hero...
SLICER
Give it up for The Penguin with a
Plan...

(CONTINUED)
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KILLER/SLICER/SHREDDER (CONT’D)
(simultaneously)
PINGU THE PENGUIN!
PINGU and PINGI walks out of the ICY LAIR while holding
flippers together as JOHNNY flies around cries out "WE DID
IT!". The crowd cheers while celebrating PINGU as a new hero
and a new Word War Veteran. MASON sheds a tear.
PINGA
(sweetly; to MARIA and
ZACCY)
That's my favorite brother.
MARIA and ZACCY chuckles. MASON pulls out the Tripod Camera
to take a photo of PINGU and his FRIENDS and FAMILIES
alongside with JOHNNY as the song ends.
FADE TO: PINGU'S
NEW HOUSE
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - NIGHT
SUBTITLE: FEBRUARY 14th, Valentine's Day
We see PINGU walking into his house with a card.
PINGU
Happy Valentine's Day, Mom and Dad!
MARIA (O.S.)
Oh, sweetie, you shouldn't have.
INT. PINGU'S NEW HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
ZACCY
Thank you so much, son.
MARIA and ZACCY opens their valentine card. MARIA and ZACCY
gasps.
PINGU
So, what d'ya think?
MARIA/ZACCY
We're all invited.
(laughs excitedly)
MARIA and ZACCY gives PINGU a hug, thanking him.
MARIA (CONT’D)
Thank you so very much, sweetie!
(CONTINUED)
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ZACCY
You're the best son we've ever had.
JOHNNY
(chuckles; to PINGI)
That's the best friend I know.
PINGI giggles with agreement.
CUT TO: THE SOUTH
POLE ARENA
EXT. THE SOUTH POLE ARENA - SOUTH POLE - LATER
Queen's "I Want to Break Free" plays as PINGU, his FAMILY and
FRIENDS, PINGI, her FAMILY, and JOHNNY arrives to the ARENA,
before getting out of the flower van. TICKET MANAGER halts
PINGU, JOHNNY, PINGI and THEIR FAMILIES and FRIENDS for a
ticket.
TICKET MANAGER
Tickets, please.
PINGU and PINGI huddles up with their FAMILIES and their
FRIENDS, including JOHNNY. They whispered to show them the
V.I.P. Tickets they usually have. As they're finished
whispering, PINGU steps to the TICKET MANAGER.
PINGU
(calmly; to the TICKET
MANAGER)
Don't worry, old chappy. We don't
need those tickets for now. 'Cause
all we have is both the V.I.P.
Backstage Passes and the names on
the V.I.P. List.
TICKET MANAGER
Really? Let's see...
(reads through the V.I.P.
List; excitedly) A-HA! You
guys sure are on the list!
PINGU, PINGI, JOHNNY, and their FAMILIES and FRIENDS, gasps
in excitement.
TICKET MANAGER (CONT’D)
(calmly)
Go ahead. You've earned it.
THE PENGUINS, ROBBY, and JOHNNY cheers excitedly as they
enter the arena.
(CONTINUED)
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TICKET MANAGER (CONT’D)
Hey, Pingu?

Yeah?

PINGU
(to TICKET MANAGER)

Thank you.
For what?

TICKET MANAGER
PINGU

TICKET MANAGER
For saving the whole entire city
from the threats of evil. I salute
you, Pingu.
TICKET MANAGER and PINGU salutes each other before he runs up
to the arena as the song ends.
TICKET MANAGER (CONT’D)
(chuckles; sweetly)
There goes a really brave hero.
INT. THE SOUTH POLE ARENA - CONTINUOUS
We see an arena full of crowded PENGUINS, watching PINGJ and
the ROCKERS perform Queen's "Crazy Little Thing Called Love"
as PINGU and PINGI with their FAMILIES and FRIENDS takes the
reserved seats from the front row. As the song's finished,
PINGJ spots his cousin PINGU, cheering to his band while
holding up a Picket Sign saying "Hi, Cousin Pingj!".
PINGJ
(whispers; excited)
Pingu.
He takes a short pause.
PINGJ (CONT’D)
(on Microphone)
Before we go, everyone... We still
got one more song to finish... And
we need a lead vocalist to do the
first verse.
(sweetly; to PINGU)
I'm talking about you, cousin
Pingu. You're the greatest, the
most bravest, and possibly the
brand-new hero in the city of South
Pole. Saving the day, rescuing the
love of your life, Pingi...
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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PINGJ (CONT’D)
And being the cheeky, yet
adventurous little cousin, my
friend.
The crowd cheers and applauds for PINGU, who starts to cry.
PINGJ (CONT’D)
(walking to PINGU)
Care to do the honors, buddy?
PINGU looks at PINGI and JOHNNY agreeing to him, then his
FAMILIES and FRIENDS who also agrees. PINGU looks at PINGJ.
PINGU
(sweetly)
Anything for my best cousin.
His FAMILIES, his FRIENDS and the whole crowd cheers loudly
for him as PINGU comes up to the stage.
PINGJ
(loudly)
LADIES AND
GENTLE-PENGUINS... The Hero from
the South Pole... PINGU JAMES!
The crowd cheers again, as PINGJ plays the piano, getting his
cousin ready to sing Queen's "We Are the Champions".
PINGJ (CONT’D)
Ready, buddy?
PINGU
Let's do it.
The song starts.

PINGU:
(singing)
I PAID MY DUES,
TIME AFTER TIME,
I'VE DONE MY SENTENCE,
BUT COMMITTED NO CRIME.
AND BAD MISTAKES,
I MADE A FEW.
I'VE HAD MY SHARE OF SNOW KICKED IN
MY FACE,
BUT I'VE COME THROUGH!

(CONTINUED)
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THE ROCKERS:
(singing)
NO NEED TO GO ON, AND ON
AND ON, AND ON!
PINGU:
(singing)
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS, MY FRIEND.
AND WE'LL KEEP ON FIGHTING 'TIL THE
END.
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS, WE ARE THE
CHAMPIONS
NO TIME FOR LOSERS, 'CAUSE WE ARE
THE CHAMPIONS...
OF THE WORLD!
PINGJ:
(singing)
WE'VE TAKEN OUR BOWS,
AND OUR CURTAIN CALLS,
YOU BROUGHT US FAME AND FORTUNE AND
AND EVERYTHING THAT GOES WITH IT,
WE THANK YOU ALL.
BUT'S IT BEEN NO BED OF ROSES,
NO PLEASURE CRUISE.
WE CONSIDER IT A CHALLENGE BEFORE
THE WHOLE PENGUIN RACE,
AND WE NEVER LOSE!
THE ROCKERS
(singing)
NO NEED TO GO ON, AND ON,
AND ON, AND ON!
PINGJ:
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS, MY FRIEND.
AND WE'LL KEEP ON FIGHTING 'TIL THE
END.
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS, WE ARE THE
CHAMPIONS
NO TIME FOR LOSERS, 'CAUSE WE ARE
THE CHAMPIONS...
(SPOKEN) EVERYBODY!
PINGU/PINGJ
(SINGING IN A HARMONY DUET WITH THE
CROWD)
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS, MY FRIEND.
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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PINGU/PINGJ (CONT’D)
AND WE'LL KEEP ON FIGHTING 'TIL THE
END.
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS, WE ARE THE
CHAMPIONS
NO TIME FOR LOSERS, 'CAUSE WE ARE
THE CHAMPIONS...
(LONG PAUSE)
OF THE WORLD!
As the song goes into a big finish, MARIA and ZACCY sheds a
tear, while PINGA shouts out "I LOVE YOU, BROTHER!" As JOHNNY
starts to cry, PINGI smiles at PINGU. Cut to Freddie Mercury
smiling along with HAYLEY in the HEAVENS watching PINGU on
the TV.
HAYLEY
(to FREDDIE MERCURY;
sweetly)
That's my little Pingu.
FREDDIE MERCURY
(looks to PINGU on the
screen; sweetly)
Thank you, Pingu. God bless you...
for all eternity.
As the big finish already ends, the crowd cheers loudly.
PINGU and PINGJ hugs each other out before they all bow at
the end of the show.
PINGJ
Thank you, everyone!
PINGU
(long pause)
Good night, South Pole!
(short pause)
We love you!
PINGU, PINGJ
motion as it
Me Now" from
beginning of

and the ROCKERS walks out of the stage in slow
zooms out to the crowd while Queen's "Don't Stop
the movie "BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY" plays at the
the end credits.
FADE OUT.

Here we see the TITLE in the beginning of the end credits
"This wonderful movie is dedicated to the loving memory of
our spectacular friend," at the top. The photo of OTMAR
GUTMANN, putting his shoulder on top of the Pingu's Head
Models shelf, fades in alongside with the text, "OTMAR
GUTMANN (1937-1993)" at the middle.
(CONTINUED)
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The text on the bottom fades in, saying "Thank you for making
Pingu the greatest penguin ever. Pingu would never be the
same without you." The dedication fades out as the end
credits begins to roll. When the song "Don't Stop Me Now"
finishes, it changes to "Somebody to Love". At the end of the
credits, the song finishes.
FADE IN: PINGU'S
HOUSE
As the end credits finally finishes, we see PINGU and PINGI
sitting on the bench.
EXT. PINGU’S NEW HOUSE - SOUTH POLE - CONTINUOUS
The Instrumental track of Queen's "Love of My Life" plays.
PINGI
(romantically)
Thank you, Pingu, for putting on a
wonderful show.
PINGU
(romantically)
All in a day's work, Jolene.
PINGI sheepishly giggles.
PINGU (CONT’D)
Better yet... I have to say
something to you.
PINGU gets up and kneels down with one leg.
PINGU (CONT’D)
Pingi, my love... About the day I
rescued you while saving the city
from the evil Benson... Well...
That would bring me to an important
question.
PINGI
(sweetly)
What is it?
PINGU hands out a jewelry case from his pocket.
PINGU
Pingi Jolene...
PINGU opens a jewelry case with a big diamond ring, inside.

(CONTINUED)
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PINGU (CONT’D)
Will you marry me?
PINGI
(starts to cry; excitedly)
Oh, my god, Pingu... Yes.
PINGU puts a ring on her flipper. PINGI hugs him, thanking
him.
FREDDIE MERCURY (O.S.):
BACK, HURRY BACK,
PLEASE BRING IT BACK HOME TO ME
BECAUSE YOU DON'T KNOW
WHAT IT MEANS TO ME.
PINGU looks at JOHNNY watching their proposal.
PINGU
(whispers; to JOHNNY)
Welcome home.
Then we cut to JOHNNY smiling at PINGU, zooming to the close
up as the music finishes.
FREDDIE MERCURY (O.S.):
LOVE OF MY LIFE,
LOVE OF MY LIFE.
CHORUS (O.S.)
OOH... OOH...
FADE TO BLACK.
The title "For JOSH BURNSED and "NANNY" FAYE CRAVEN" fades
in, and in a few seconds, it fades out.
As the title fades in, saying "And to the greatest rock star
of all time," FREDDIE'S last line "Any way the wind blows..."
from the song "Bohemian Rhapsody" is heard echoing. It ends
with a ballad piano chord along with the sound of the crowd
cheering as the picture of Freddie Mercury striking a famous
pose fades in on the right, along with the text on the left
saying "FREDDIE MERCURY (1946-1991)" before another title
fades in to the bottom, saying "God bless you, Freddie. We
will never forget you. Good thoughts, good words, good
deeds." The dedication fades out.

END OF ACT 3

